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Introduction
Meet the latest edition of our Handshake Holiday Cookbook. Given the huge success of our
inaugural cookbook in 2020, and the excitement by Handshakers around the world, we knew we
needed to follow up with another edition to make this an annual Handshake tradition.


This year’s theme is “Food with Friends & Family”, which we hope inspires many of you to make
something new and delicious with your loved ones this holiday season.


In 2021, Handshake Community Leaders led several efforts to host culinary events for our team to
connect. The Asian Pacific and South Asian Community hosted a tasty noodle-making workshop.
The LGBTQ+ Community gave us our second annual Pride Bake-off. The Mental Health Community
invited a nutritionist to teach about strengthening mental health through food. La Familia collected
stories and recipes for the Hispanic Heritage Month Cookbook. The People of Color and LGBTQ+
communities brought Sangria & Secrets with Drag Queens into our homes. We hope this cookbook
continues the effort to connect us all.


This Holiday Cookbook is dedicated to every Handshake Community Leader, Community member,
and teammate for getting us through 2021.


Thank you to the Immigrant Community, for creating a space for all immigrants at Handshake. Thank
you to all the chefs at Handshake for sharing your amazing recipes in this year’s cookbook. Lastly, I
want to recognize and thank this year’s cookbook planning committee Elizabeth Cherner, Emily
Lemos, Nico Soldi, Stef Jung, Bry Homeier, Krystal Ssonko, and Sunny Zhang. This cookbook would
not have been possible without their leadership. 


From the Immigrant Community Leads, 

Marc Chung, Nico Soldi, Haelin Kim
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Arroz Con Pollo

Chef

Kristen Ribero
Sr. Director, Corporate & Employer Marketing

Ingredients
1 whole chicken cut with skin and bone
3 cups Uncle Ben’s ric
1 red bell peppe
2 green bell pepper
2 medium to large onion
6 cloves garli
One 15 ounce can tomato sauc
2 tablespoons sweet red pepper (comes in a jar
2 bay leave
1 cup “vino seco” dry cooking win
2 packets of Sazon Goya
1 beer

Directions
Phase
Cut 1 onion, 1 green pepper and 2 cloves of garlic into big chunks.
In a large pot, add the cut up vegetables, chicken pieces (you should have 2 breasts, 2 thighs, 2 drum
sticks, and 2 wings), 10 cups of water making sure that the chicken and vegetables are completely
covered, and add salt and pepper
Place on stove top and bring to a boil. Lower heat to leave the chicken boiling at a medium boil
You will leave the chicken boiling for about 45 minutes
When the chicken is done, remove the pieces from the liquid and set them aside to cool
Save the liquid
Once the chicken is somewhat cool, de-bone the chicken and shred with a knife and fork. The pieces
don’t have to be the same and you can have some big chunks.
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Phase
You can start this phase once the chicken is boiling
In a food processor chop 1 onion, 1 green pepper, 1 red pepper and 2 cloves of garlic
In a large, wide pot, sauté the ingredients from the food processor with ½ cup olive oil on medium high heat.
Simmer until the ingredients are very soft but be careful not to burn them
Then add
Tomato sauc
Sweet red peppe
Bay leave
Dry cooking win
Shredded chicke
6 cups chicken broth from the po
2 packets of Sazon Goy
Salt and pepper to taste

5. Once all of this is mixed well, add 3 cups of rice and mix well. Bring to a boil, add in the beer, and stir. Then lower  

the heat and cover. Cook for about 40 minutes until the rice is nice and tender.

6. Garnish your dish with green peas and sweet red peppers.



Chef

Baked Salmon

Antoinette Lozada
Senior Accountant, Finance & Accounting

Ingredients
1 1⁄2 - 2 pound salmon filet (skinless preferred
1 ½ cups of mayonnaise (Best Foods Brand
Preferred
1 pack of Lipton onion soup mi
Salt & peppe
Romaine lettuce and parsley for plating
Serve with jasmine rice

Directions
Preheat the oven to 350°F
Line a baking sheet with foil spray with cooking spray
Place your salmon on the baking sheet
Season your salmon on both sides with salt and pepper (I like mine heavily seasoned but do it to your
preference)
In a bowl mix together your mayo and onion dip
Spread the mixture on the salmon covering the whole filet
Loosely cover the salmon with foil
Bake for 35 minutes
Add your romaine lettuce on a serving platter and place the filet on top. Garnish with parsley
Serve with white rice and a salad
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The Best Vodka
Sauce

Chef

Julia McCane

Enterprise Account Executive,  
Employer Sales

Ingredients
¼ cup of olive oi
1 shallo
3 garlic clove
⅓ cup of tomato past
2 tablespoons of vodk
1 cup of heavy crea
1 teaspoon (or more) of red pepper flake
Salt and peppe
1 pound of fusilli of linguini (homemade is best!
2 tablespoons of unsalted butte
Lots of parmesa
Freshest basi
Optional: If you are looking to include some meat, add
pancetta to the original sautee of onions and garlic


Directions
Heat olive oil to dutch oven or cast iron pan. Finely chop shallot and mince the garlic.
Add shallot and garlic and wait until softened, then add tomato paste until it starts to caramelize.
Add the vodka and cook until all liquid has evaporated. Add in heavy cream and stir until an orange color  
and shut off.
Cook pasta for 3 minutes less than cooking time and add to the sauce, stirring so all pastas are evenly coated.
Add in butter and red pepper flakes and serve with lots of chopped basil and fresh parm
Makes 4 servings
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Cornflake Latkas

Chef

Hannah Gogel
Sr. Product Analyst, Student Engagement

Ingredients
2 potatoe
1 eg
1 ½ cups of corn flake
½ an onion (optional
Corn or vegetable oil
Salt and peppe
Applesauce and/or sour cream for serving

Recipe Notes
There will be hot oil everywhere, and you will smell
like “fried” for the foreseeable future. Create these
with the understanding of these risks. I love making
these with homemade applesauce, which is pretty
simple to make.

Directions
Beat the egg lightly in a bowl and set aside
Wash and grate the potatoes (no need to peel them!).
Squeeze the water out of the potatoes. You can do this with a dish towel or paper towel. The drier the better.
Add the egg to the potatoes and stir lightly with a fork
Grate the onion into the potato mixture (optional)
Add salt and pepper
Add corn flakes. Stir to combine. (Corn flakes are absolutely not traditional, but they do add a nice crunch and my
family has been adding them for generations.)
Cover pan in oil. This is not a recipe for your health, the oil is part of the holiday. Heat until shimmering
Using a spoon, drop the latke mixture in dollops onto the pan and start frying (you may need to do multiple batches).
When the latkes appear lacy and brown, flip and continue frying until the other side appears lacy and brown
Transfer latkes from pan to plate. Garnish with applesauce and/or sour cream (optional). Serve immediately.
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Corn Souffle to Save

Chef

Ted Fernandez
Sr. Product Marketing Manager, Employer Marketing

Ingredients
• 2 boxes Jiffy cornbread or corn muffin mix

• Two 14.5 ounce cans of creamed corn

• 4 eggs

• A 16 ounce carton of sour cream

• 2 sticks butter




Directions
Preheat oven to 350ºF and make sure you have a 9 x 12-inch casserole dish that is at least 6-inches deep.
Melt butter in a saucepan or microwave and pour melted butter into the casserole dish
Beat eggs in a large mixing bowl.
Pour in all the rest of the ingredients into beaten eggs and mix
Pour mixture into the casserole dish, but DO NOT STIR! Butter will pool up around the sides and this is
expected
Bake at 350ºF for 45 min. When a knife comes out clean from the center, it is done!

Recipe Notes
This is best served right out of the oven.
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About the recipe
This recipe came from my Tia Berta and has traveled around my family via a forwarded email 8 years ago. Every
Thanksgiving, we used to go over to two different parties—one for the Jewish side of my family and the other for
the Cuban side. I always remember sitting in my Tia Berta’s living room facing the waters of Biscayne Bay in
Miami, FL stuffing my mouth with my favorite dish on the table—this Corn Soufflé. As my sister and I got older,
and she moved to Europe, we always shared the best Thanksgiving recipes to “eat together, apart”—flights to
Europe from San Francisco are hard! The name “Corn Soufflé to Save” comes from the title of the email we
often send back and forth to each other every November that has a little .txt document with this recipe
attached. After a few years, the name stuck!
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Deluxe Green Bean

Casserole

Chef

John Prendergast
Data Scientist

Ingredients

Directions

4 ounces oyster mushroom
2 ounces shiitake mushroom
2 ounces maitake mushroom
8 ounces baby bella or portobello mushroom
½ teaspoon fresh thyme leave
¼ teaspoon ground nutme
¼ teaspoon cayenne powde
3 ounces butte
3 tablespoons flour (sub sweet rice flour for gluten free
1 cup brandy/cogna
3 cloves garlic, mince
1 ½ cups vegetable stoc
1 cup heavy crea
3 cans of green bean
1 pound grated cheese (I like a mix of gruyere, swiss and
chevre, but it’s dealer’s choice
5 shallots, sliced into medallions and separate
1 cup corn starc
Salt and pepper
1 quart vegetable oi
2 teaspoons chinese black vinegar (optional)

Pre-heat the oven to 425°F.
Slice or dice all your mushrooms, we will be blending this later so the only important thing is that they cook
consistently and brown nicely.
Add 1 ounce of your butter to a cast-iron or stainless pot over medium-high heat (we want to develop a nice fond
on the bottom so non-stick is not recommended).
Add your sliced mushrooms to the pot with a pinch of salt. Let these cook down and release their moisture. Try to
get a good deep browning on all sides (~ 3-5 min per side), then add your thyme. Once these have released all
their moisture and you have a dark fond on the bottom of the pot, add your minced garlic, nutmeg, cayenne, and
the rest of the butter. Cook for another minute or so to mellow the garlic, then pour your cup of brandy in to
deglaze the pot, scraping the bottom vigorously. 

(continued on next page)
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5.




 Once the alcohol has cooked off, slowly add your flour, a tablespoon at a time, mixing to avoid any clumps. If there
isn’t very much liquid in the pot, you may need to add more butter. Let this rue cook until the smell of raw flour
dissipates, or until it starts to brown for more body, then begin slowly adding your stock, whisking constantly (if you
want to, add the chinese black vinegar here, I highly recommend it, as the acid cuts the richness perfectly). After the
stock, add the cream, then turn the heat to low. 

6. If you have an immersion blender, now is the time to blend your gravy to get a smooth consistency, then let simmer
until the sauce has reduced and is quite thick. We’re looking for a sauce that’s a little thinner than condensed cream
of mushroom soup. If you don’t have an immersion blender, wait until after it’s reduced, let the gravy cool, and use a
blender (don’t blend hot liquids, it’s just not a great idea). Once your sauce has reduced, strain your green beans and
add them into the sauce with ⅔ lb of your cheese of choice and stir until well incorporated. Set this aside.

Shallot Topping:
In a heavy-bottom pot, add about 1-2 inches of vegetable oil (or your preferred fry-oil), and set over medium-high
heat. (We want to fry at about 350°F). While this is heating, in a small mixing bowl, add corn starch, pepper, and
salt (pro tip: sub MSG for delectable fried shallots), and toss your shallot rings in this mixture.
Carefully add your starched shallots to the oil (I use a spider for this), and let fry until just barely golden-brown
(these will continue to cook in the oven). Remove from oil and drain on a wire-rack or paper towels.

Bake:
To assemble, add your mushroom-green bean mixture to a well-buttered 9 x 13-inch casserole dish, top with your
remaining cheese, and distribute the fried shallots evenly across the surface.
Pop this in the oven for 15-25 min, or until the cheese is lightly browned and bubbling. Let cool 10 min and serve.
Optionally serve drizzled with demi-glace
Looks like mush, tastes like heaven
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The Famous Chef’s
Eyal Shani Cauliflower

Chef

Ravit Cohen
Enterprise Design

Ingredients
1 medium size cauliflowe
Sal
Olive Oil

Recipe Notes
I never knew cauliflower could taste like
this! My husband hated the vegetable until
he tasted this version of it.

Directions
In a big pot (that can cover the cauliflower with water) bring water to a boil and add a lot of salt,  
about a handful
Preheat the oven to 425ºF
Place the cauliflower in the pot and let it boil for 10-15 min until the cauliflower looks puffy
Carefully place the cauliflower on a baking sheet lined with parchment. Pour olive oil while making
sure it penetrates inside the cauliflower. Drizzle salt
Place the sheet in the oven and bake until the roasted / almost burnt color is apparent on the edges
Can be served with Tahini sauce!
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Gazpacho

Chef

Marta Fonda
Sr. Engineering Manager, Education Team

Ingredients
2 pounds of peeled Roma tomatoes
1 green pepper (better if it’s Italian but bell
pepper would work
1 cucumbe
1 small white onio
1 clove garli
½ cup extra virgin olive oil (at least) (better if
Spanish
2 teaspoons sherry vinega
2 teaspoons of salt

Directions
Cut all the vegetables (tomatoes, green pepper, cucumber, white onion, and garlic) into small chunks and
put them in a blende
Blend until it became liquid. Be sure the texture is consistent
Add the salt the vinegar and olive oil and continue blending until it is totally combined. Once these
ingredients are combined the main color will change into more orange
If the texture is too liquid you can add more olive oil to make it creamier
Once everything is blended together, taste it and be sure the amount of salt and olive oil are correct (this
will depend on the quality of the olive oil and its strength
Strain the mixture, discard the solids, and put the mixture in a bowl or pitcher. Cool it in the fridge at least
for 4-5 hours before serving
Before serving, stir it and check again olive oil, vinegar, and salt.
You can serve it in bowls. Drizzle a little bit of olive oil on top of the gazpacho and it is ready to go!
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About the recipe
Summers in Spain are pretty hot. Some cities in the south of Spain will have almost 120F during the
summer. That is the main reason why this dish is so popular in those areas. 

Gazpacho is documented in Greek and Roman literature, although the modern version is different as two of
the main ingredients, tomatoes, and green peppers were brought to Spain from the New World only in the
16th century. What is clear is Gazpacho is one of the oldest dishes in Spanish culinary history.

We will eat Gazpacho as part of the main dish, combining this with some protein (combines pretty well with
a steak or a good fish). There are a lot of different versions (depending on specific cities in Andalusia) and
you can try different options, feel free to experiment with this recipe!
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Chef

Instant Pot Pork
Sinigang

Antoinette Lozada
Senior Accountant, Finance & Accounting

Ingredients
1 slab of pork back rib
1 onio
2 roma tomatoes
Pack of spinac
4 heads of baby bok cho
1 lemo
1 jalapeno (optional
Daikon about a 4 inch piece (optional
1 tablespoon of fish sauce (I prefer Datu Puti Brand
2 packs of Mama Sita Sinigang mix
Pepper

Directions
Rinse your slab of ribs. Peel off the membrane on the back side of the slab
Cut your slab into individual pieces and place in a pot of water and bring to a boil
Boil the ribs for about 10 - 15 minutes to boil off any excess fat then strain
Chop your onion and tomato and place it into your instant pot
Add the sinigang season mix and ribs into the instant pot
Fill the instant pot with water. You want to fill the pot with a good amount of water but leave room because
you will need to add your veggies later.
Chop the rind off of your lemon and place the whole lemon in the pot. Stir everything together
Close the lid and use the meat/stew function for 45 minutes.
Clean your bok choy and chop into small pieces and set aside
Peel your daikon and slice into ½ inch pieces and set aside
When the 45 minute cycle is complete use the quick release function to release the pressure.
Now add your spinach, bok choy and daikon into the instant pot
Put the lid back onto the instant pot and use the normal function for 1 minute
Once that is complete your soup is ready to serve over rice.
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Pad Kra Pao

Chef

Marc Chung
Manager, Student Engineering

Ingredients
• 2-3 garlic cloves

• 3-6 thai chillies 

• 1 yellow onion, julienned 

• 1 cup ground chicken

• 10-12 red bell peppers, sliced

• 10-15 thai basil leaves

• ¾ cup asparagus, sliced 1 inches

• 2 ½ tablespoons cooking oil 

• ¼ teaspoon white pepper

• 2 tablespoons chicken broth


Sauce:

• 2 tablespoons oyster sauce

• 1 tablespoon sugar

• 1 tablespoon mushroom soy sauce

• 1 ½ tablespoon fish sauce

• 1 teaspoon black soy sauce

• 1 tablespoon Golden Mountain seasoning sauce


Directions
Make sauce in the bowl by mixing light soy sauce, dark soy sauce, sugar, fish sauce, seasoning sauce,
and oyster sauce
In a medium-high heat pan, add oil and stir fry garlic and chillies until fragrant
Add ground chicken and stir until almost cooked
Lower the heat and add bell peppers, onions, and asparagus
Raise heat and add sauce into the mix
Add chicken broth, stirring a couple times, then let vegetables cook
Finally, add basil and white pepper. Stir till fully mixed
Serve over rice for 2.
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Pasta Puttanesca

Chef

Nathan Wong
Finance & Business Operations

Ingredients
8 ounces pasta (spaghetti, linguini or bucatini
3 tablespoons extra virgin olive oi
5 cloves garlic, peeled and crushe
3 anchovy fillets, chopped (exclude if vegetarian
Diced tomatoes, half of a 28 ounce ca
¼ cup pitted black olive
1 tablespoon caper
Red pepper flakes, to tast
Chopped parsley or basil (whatever garnish floats your boat
Parmesan cheese, grate
Salt and pepper

Recipe Notes
Easy pasta dish to make from scratch and most of
the ingredients are items you can find and store in
your pantry with long shelf life.

Directions
Bring pot of heavily-salted water to a boil
In medium-low heat, cook chopped anchovies and garlic with 2 tablespoons of oil until garlic becomes
lightly golden
Add tomatoes to skillet while seasoning with salt and pepper
Raise heat until medium-high and cook until tomatoes break down and mixture becomes saucy (10 min)
Add olives, capers, red pepper flakes and continue to simmer
Cook pasta until al dente (pasta should have a little bite)
Combine pasta with sauce and add remaining oil and some pasta water (the starchy pasta water will allow
the sauce to better adhere to the noodle and give it more saltiness and flavor)
Garnish with herbs and grate parmesan cheese over.
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Pierogi Ruskie
(Potato & Cheese)

Chef

Marta Leja
Enterprise Account Executive

Ingredients
5 medium yellow potatoes, or 3 large russet potatoe
8 ounces farmer chees
½ cup cheddar cheese or whatever cheese you enjoy (I eye it
because the more cheese the better is my motto
1 onion sweet, yellow, large, choppe
½ teaspoon garlic powde
½ teaspoon onion powde
1 tablespoon butter or oil for the onio
Kosher salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste


For the dough
3 cups whole purpose flou
½ cup milk 2%, war
½ to ¾ cup warm water (depending on how much your flour soaks
1 tablespoon butter melted, unsalte
A little bit of kosher salt


For the toppings/serving
1 large onion choppe
Bacon slices/chopped (optional
½ cup sour crea
2 tablespoons of butter for frying

Directions for the dough
Pour the flour on a counter or other surface that will allow you to make the dough
Add a pinch of salt
Make a little hole in the middle and start adding milk and butter
Add a little water at the time and work the dough until you can form a ball about 10-15 minutes
Once done, cover it with a big bowl and let it rest for about 20-30 minutes
Roll the dough until thin (like pasta) and using either a cookie cutter or large wine glass cut the circles
Place 1 teaspoon of the filling in the middle of the circle
Wet one half of the circle and then seal it together
Boil a large pot of water and season with salt.

(continued on next page)
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10.
 Once the water is boiling, put about 8 pierogi at the time.

11.

 Once they come to the surface, let them cook for 1 minute and using a slotted spoon take them out on a plate
to dry (don’t let them touch so they don't stick).

12. If you want to fry them as I did here, use 1 tablespoon of oil or butter and fry pierogi on each side until golden
brown (MUCH better when lightly pan fried!).

Directions for the filling
Place potatoes in a pot, cover with water and cook until fork tender
In the meantime heat up the oil or butter in a frying pan, add onions and cook until golden brown
Once potatoes are cooked, using a potato masher/blender, mash the potatoes so they don't have lump
Add farmer cheese and mix together
Add onions, other cheeses, spices, salt, and pepper and mix well.

Directions for the toppings
Using separate pans add oil/butter and onions and fry the onions until golden brown and bacon until crispy
(you don't need fat for bacon as it is already fatty)
Add onions and bacon on top of pierogi and serve with sour cream.

About the recipe
Christmas Eve dinner is always the most important in a Polish home. Dinner is served after the first star
shows up in the sky and consists of 12 dishes. However, unlike most Polish meals, meat is prohibited from the
Christmas Eve table so we tend to skip the bacon topping on these pierogi only on Christmas Eve. Rather, the
ingredients which are predominant on the table are fish, pierogi, beets, mushrooms, sauerkraut, cabbage.
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Puff Pastry, Prosciutto
& Parmesan Asparagus
Bundles

Chef

Stephanie Jung
Brand Design Lead, Employer Marketing

Ingredients
1 bunch of asparagus (I like the Organic Trimmed
Asparagus packs at Trader Joes; they are the perfect
sized stalk that can cook through in the oven by the
time the puff pastry bakes. One package is perfect for
6 bundles of 3 stalks each
1 sheet of puff pastry (Pepperidge Farm Puff Pastry
Sheets come in a box of 2 sheets
Prosciutto, pancetta, or even ham, 1 slice per bundle
(Trader Joes has great prosciutto, well priced  
and delicious)
Parmesan (you can opt for shredded or a nice wedge
of Parmesan Reggiano, whichever is more readily
available
Olive oil, salt and peppe
1 egg for egg wash

Directions
Preheat your oven to 425°F.
Wash and dry your asparagus. Slice off the woody ends
Toss the asparagus in a bit of olive oil and season them in salt and pepper
Line a sheet pan with parchment paper.
On a lightly floured surface, unfold one sheet of puff pastry. Use a paring knife to divide the puff pastry into
9 squares.
If you’ve bought a wedge of Parmesan, shave off a few pieces.
To make a bundle, place a square of puff pastry onto the lined sheet pan, with a corner pointing upwards,
so it’s laying like a diamond. Take about 3 stalks of asparagus and wrap them rather tightly in a piece of
prosciutto. Before letting the end of the prosciutto overlap itself, place a few shavings of Parmesan inside.

(continued on next page)
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(continued) Or, sprinkle some shredded Parmesan and close up the prosciutto. Place the prosciutto wrapped

asparagus onto the square of puff pastry, with the tips of the asparagus pointing upwards with the top corner

of the puff pastry. Wrap the puff pastry around the asparagus and lightly press it shut.

8. Brush the puff pastry with egg wash.


9. Bake them in the oven until the puff pastry is golden and puffed, about 12-14 minutes. The asparagus should 


be tender and the puff pastry should be nice and toasty. Serve immediately.

Recipe Notes

The puff pastry turns out buttery and perfectly flakey, holding together the bright asparagus and crisped up

prosciutto. The nuttiness of the Parmesan is the perfect complement to it all. These are just so yummy!
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Simple Cured  
Salmon Gravlax

Chef

Nathan Wong
Finance & Business Operations

Ingredients
Salmon fillet, 1 large, ideally 1 pound or less and thi
Salt, 15% of the salmon weigh
Sugar, 15% of the salmon weigh
1 teaspoon ground peppe
Plastic wrap

Recipe Notes
This is a very simplified version of gravlax I used
to make during my time cooking at AL’s Place
up in San Francisco. It’s like smoked salmon
without the smokiness and best of all, it’s much
cheaper to do this than to buy it from a store.

Directions
Mix the salt, sugar, and pepper in a bowl
Lay out enough plastic wrap both vertically and horizontally to fully wrap the fillet
Place half of the salt and sugar mixture onto the wrap and lay the fish on it
Pour the rest of the mixture on top of the fish and ensure it fully covers it
Wrap it up tightly and place in a rimmed baking sheet or a baking pan and apply some weights on
top of the fish (cans or small pots work) to weigh the fish down
Wait 2 to 3 days before fish is cured enough (there should be liquid outside of the fish due to the
curing process)
Discard all the salt, sugar and pepper and pat the salmon dry
Slice thin pieces and serve as an appetizer or put on your breakfast bagel.
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Spinach, Artichoke &
Brie “Stuffing”

Chef

Corey Carter
Associate Software Engineer,  
Employer Lifecycle

Ingredients
1⁄4 cup extra virgin olive oi
2 1⁄2 pounds spinach, washed (3 cups cooked and
roughly chopped
2 cups chopped yellow onion
1 tablespoon roughly chopped garli
1 tablespoon Italian seasoning
2 teaspoons Italian seasoning
2 1⁄2 teaspoons sal
1 1⁄4 teaspoons fresh ground black peppe
3 (8 1⁄2 ounce) cans quartered artichoke hearts,  
any tough outer leaves remove
2 large egg
1 1⁄2 cups heavy crea
2 cups chicken stoc
2 tablespoons lemon juic
12 -14 cups cubed stale French bread (1-inch, 1 loaf
1 pound brie cheese, rind removed and cut into  
1⁄2-inch cube
1⁄2 cup freshly grated parmesan chees
1⁄4 cup minced fresh parsley leaves

Directions
Preheat the oven to 350°
Bring a medium pot of water to a boil. Add the spinach and cook until just wilted, about 30 seconds. I use a large
bowl with a colander on top to place cooked spinach in to drain and cool. Once cooked, allow to cool or rinse with
cold water to cool, then drain and roughly chop. Set aside for later
Heat 1 tablespoon olive oil in a large skillet over medium-high heat. Add the onions and cook until golden brown and
tender, about 5 minutes. Add the garlic, 2 teaspoons of Italian Essence, 1/2 teaspoon salt, and 1/4 teaspoon pepper,
and cook, stirring, until the garlic is fragrant, about 30 seconds. Add the artichokes and cook, stirring, another 2
minutes. Remove from the heat and reserve
Combine the eggs, cream, chicken stock, lemon juice, remaining 1 tablespoon Italian Essence, remaining 2
teaspoons salt, and remaining 1 teaspoon pepper in a large bowl. Whisk to combine. 

(continued on next page)
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5.



 Add the bread, spinach, artichoke mixture, brie, 1/4 cup Parmesan, and parsley and stir to combine. If bread doesn’t
absorb all of the mixture, let rest for about 5 minutes and then stir, repeating until absorbed. 

Tips: be sure to refrigerate the brie before cutting so it isn’t sticky. I often have to use two large bowls to combine
the mixture, then when placing into the backing dish, I’m sure to take some from both bowls to keep ratios even.

6.
 Grease a 9 x 13-inch baking dish with 1 tablespoon olive oil, then pour the bread pudding mixture into the prepared
7.

 dish. At this point you can either refrigerate until you are ready to cook (I often make the night before and bake day
of so it’s fresh) or continue to the next part.

8. Sprinkle remaining 1/4 cup parmesan over the top and drizzle with remaining 2 tablespoons olive oil. Bake until firm
in the center and golden brown, about 1 hour. Serve warm.

Recipe Notes
This stuff has garnered a cult following among my friends and family. It is WAYYY more filling than you think it is
and one bath will easily serve 10+ people with leftovers. 
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Sancocho 
Colombian Chicken
Stew

Chef

Melissa Echeverri
Relationship Manager, Education Success

Ingredients
1 teaspoon olive oi
5 scallions, chopped
1 tomato, choppe
4 cloves garlic, choppe
1 ¾ cup sugar
6 skinless chicken thighs on the bon
1 cup chopped cilantr
3 medium potatoes, peeled & chopped into 2
inch pieces
3 pieces of yucca, about 2 cup
3 ears corn, cut in hal
1 small green plantain, peeled and chopped into
1-inch piece
1 teaspoon cumi
2 chicken bouillon cube
Salt

Directions
In a large pot, saute scallions, onions and garlic in oil. Add tomatoes and saute another minute
Add chicken pieces and season with a little salt. Saute a few minutes, then add yucca and plantain and fill
pot with water
Add chicken bullion, cumin and half of the cilantro and cover pot
Simmer on low for about 40 minutes. After 40 minutes, adjust salt and add potatoes, cook and additional
15 minutes
Add corn and cook an additional 7 minutes or until corn is cooked
Serve in large bowls, and top with cilantro with a side of white rice and avocado.
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About the recipe
My father is from MedellÍn, Colombia which is the capital of the region of Antioquia. MedellÍn is nestled in
the Aburrá Valley of the Andes and is known for its temperate climate which many refer to as eternal spring.
Among most Colombians I know, lunch is the principal meal of the day and it is common to come home
from work, eat a large meal with your family, take a nap and down a quick cafecito before returning to work
for the afternoon. Sancocho is a hearty soup that always includes potato, yucca and corn along with
whatever source of protein you have on hand. It’s served with white rice and avocado on the side. I have
vivid memories of visiting my Abuelita & Abuelito when they lived in Jackson Heights Queens and then later
in Medellin and the house almost always smelled of the soothing and forever satisfying smell of sancocho
which I can eat any time of day or year.
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Tacos Sinaloenses

Chef

Ulises Giacoman
Engineering Manager, Matches Squad

Ingredients
1 whole chicken or 8 drumsticks or 4 chicken leg
1 bag of tortillas (folks usually eat 3-6 tacos)
Salsa Valentina (Optional, but not really
2 purple onio
1 head of iceberg lettuc
8 tomatoes on the vin
4 potatoe
1 zucchini
4 radishe
Half a head of whole garlic clove
Queso Fresc
Pinch of coriander powder, dried oregano, dried
parsley and cumi
Salt and pepper

Directions
Let’s start with the broth. Hold off on adding the chicken so you can taste and adjust the seasonings. Get a
giant pot. Add 5 quarts of water (or double the amount of chicken), garlic cloves, one peeled purple onion
quartered, coriander, oregano, parsley, and cumin
Bring the giant pot to boil. Once boiling, add salt and pepper to taste. You’ll know when you have added enough
salt when the mixture tastes like broth. Now add the chicken and cook for 30 minutes.
While our chicken is cooking, let’s grab a medium sized pot and boil our tomatoes. Add enough water to cover
tomatoes. You’ll know they are ready when they start to break apart when you touch (approximately 15 minutes)
While the broth and tomatoes are cooking, start cooking the potatoes. Peel the potatoes if they are really dirty,
otherwise add them without peeling. Add enough water to cover potatoes and cook for 30 minutes. You’ll know
they are ready when a fork goes in and out of the potato easily.

(continued on next page)
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5.
 Once the chicken broth is ready, let’s take out the chicken and let cool. Once cool, use your hands to shred the chicken.

6.


 Once the tomatoes are ready, remove them from the pot and thoroughly puree in a blender. Once smooth, pour over a
mesh strainer and collect the juice. Combine the juice with 3x the amount of broth and let simmer for one hour. The
flavor will mature over the hour.

7.
 Taste the new broth. If you are missing salt, add some more. We’ll use this broth to dip our tacos in when eating. 

8.
 Once the potatoes are cooked, cut them into small cubes and set aside.

9.


 Now we can start constructing the tacos. Get a tortilla and add a bit of chicken and potato to it. Don’t go overboard
here. Leave room for the lettuce, onion, zucchini, and cheese. Once you’ve added the chicken and potato, fold the taco.
You’ll want to prep all the tacos you’re going to serve. Set these aside while we prep the vegetables.

10.

 Cut the zucchini into small triangles and cook on a pan briefly. Zucchini cooks super quickly so be careful here. You’re
looking for it to be soft and to remove the bitterness without becoming mushy. Put this in a serving bowl.

11.

 Julienne your remaining purple onion. Put in a small container that has a lid. Add the juice of a lime or two. Add a pinch
of salt and oregano. Close the lid and shake it up. We’ll move onto the lettuce and queso fresco while this pickles. 

12.

 Shred the iceberg lettuce and put in a serving bowl. Grab a chunk of the queso fresco and break it up into very small
chunks. Also put in a serving bowl. You’ll want to slice up a couple radishes as well.

13.
 You’ve now prepped everything! Once you’re ~five minutes away from eating, begin this next step.

14.


 We’re going to begin frying the tacos. Use your favorite oil. Add enough oil for a light coating of the bottom of the pan.
Wait to add a batch of tacos into the oil until the oil sizzles when sprayed with water. If you don’t wait, you’ll get  
greasy tortillas. 

15.
 All that is left is to assemble. I like to get one taco and put it in a bowl. Then I add all the toppings (zucchini, onions,
cheese, lettuce, and valentina). Lastly, I get a mug and fill it with our broth. Think of this as french dip. Enjoy!

About the recipe
My great-grandfather, Alfonso Calderón, had a political career in Mexico, where he eventually ended up as
Governor of Sinaloa. So, my mom spent parts of her childhood living in Culiacan, Sinaloa where her greatgrandmother would cook these tacos. Over the years, we’ve cooked this recipe many times and usually for
special occasions. It’s a great recipe to share with friends and family.


I recommend frying sets of tacos so that they’re crisp and hot when served. Nothing beats a fried tortilla
dipped in a hot broth. Between the crunch and juiciness of the taco, it’ll leave you craving another bite! I
also recommend setting up communal bowls with all the vegetables so that folks can add their toppings  
as desired.
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SWEET
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Patishapta Pitha

Chef

Mehtaj Saad
Sr. Product Marketing Manager, Employer Marketing

Ingredients
Batter for the crepe / pitha
1 cup rice flour
½ cup semolina flour (called suji in Bangladesh)
½ cup all purpose flou
Sal
2 ½ cups warm water 


Filling
1 ½ cups evaporated milk
2 tablespoons semolina flou
1 tablespoon clarified butter / ghee
2 tablespoons jaggery 

I know most people don’t have it at home, but this
ingredient makes the dish. You can buy it from
Amazon or local South Asian grocery stores. It’s a
wonderful sweetener that you can reuse in other
desserts and also to add depth to stews and sauces
as a substitute for sugar / honey / molasses.)

Directions
Make your batter. In a bowl, add rice flour, semolina, all purpose flour, and salt. Mix all dry ingredients
together. Add water in small amounts while whisking all ingredients together. Make sure there are no lumps
in the batter. The final batter should look like crepe batter. Rest it for 15 minutes
Make the filling. Heat a non-stick pan at medium heat, grease the pan with oil. Add evaporated milk,
semolina, ghee, jaggery and mix all the ingredients well. Continuously stir until the evaporated milk reduces
by half and the mixture forms a thick paste. Remove the pan from heat and keep aside to be used as filling
for the crepe. This filling should taste quite sweet and intense.
Put it together! Heat a non-stick pan (medium-high heat), grease the pan with oil. Gently stir the batter and
pour a spoonful of batter onto the centre of the pan. Slightly move/twist the pan so the batter distributes
over all sides making a round shape - like a crepe. Allow for one side to cook well (roughly 2 mins).

(continued on next page)
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(continued) Using a spoon, add the filling to one side and start rolling the crepe from one side to the end to
make a roll - like a french omelette. Be careful as the crepe will be very hot! Remove the pitha and grease the
pan again before making the next crepe.
4. Serve hot or cold!

Recipe Notes
Youtube video for reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjV0dzCqD54&feature=emb_title


About the recipe
I grew up in Dhaka, Bangladesh. We didn’t really celebrate any particular holidays during winter, but
Bangladeshi culture, deeply rooted in agriculture, is rich with traditions related to the harvest. For us, winter is
about celebrating the bounty with our traditional sweets—pitha. 



Most pithas are seasonal, and are prepared in the winter season because of ingredients which are available
only then (such as jaggery, date juice, or palm syrup). 



Growing up, I didn’t like our traditional desserts much. Bangladeshi desserts and pithas are intensely sweet—
great companions to our intensely flavorful and spicy cuisine. As a kid growing up in a relatively young country in
the 90s, I was the first generation to be exposed to western influences with cable TV. So all I wanted was cakes,
chocolates and ice cream, not the traditional pithas and mishtis that were a part of our rich history and identity.
As is typical for lots of immigrants, I realized how unique, fascinating and special Bangladeshi cuisine is only
after leaving home and moving to the US in 2015. 



Making pithas is also a way for me to remember my grandmother. My grandmother taught me how to use date
palm needles to draw intricate designs on nakshi pithas when I was only 8 or 9 years old. At one point, I was
better than most adults in the family.
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Arroz Con Dulce

Chef

Brenda Colon
Student Email Marketing, Student Team

Ingredients
1 tablespoon fresh ginger (can use dried if you
cannot find fresh ginger
5 clove
½ teaspoon allspic
3 cinnamon stick
1 tablespoon anis
1 pound small grain ric
2 cups whole mil
1 can of cream of coconu
1 can coconut mil
1 can evaporated mil
3 cups wate
1 ½ tablespoon vanill
½ stick salted butte
1 cup suga
1 teaspoon sal
1 cup raisins (optional)

Directions
In a large saucepan or pot, add ginger, cloves, anise, cinnamon and 1 cup of water. Bring to a boil, lower heat
and let simmer until you have reduced the water by half.
Remove from heat and strain to remove cinnamon and cloves. Return infused liquid to the pot.
Add milk, cream of coconut, coconut milk, evaporated milk, vanilla, and butter to the pot and bring to a boil
Add rice and lower to medium heat. Cook for 30 minutes until rice is tender but not mushy.
Turn off heat and add sugar and 1 teaspoon salt. MIx to dissolve both. Add raisins (if you like)
Let cool slightly and pour into shallow rimmed plates
Cool at room temperature, cover and store in the refrigerator. Can be eaten straight from the fridge or after
letting it return to room temp.
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About the recipe
Christmas is my favorite time of year and much of it is to do with the way we celebrate it in Puerto Rico.
The festivities are joyous and accompanied by very special once a year dishes. Especially for “noche
buena” or Christmas Eve. This recipe is one of those dishes.
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Best Ever Sugar
Cookies

Chef

Colby Glieden
Field Event Manager,  
Employer Marketing

Ingredients
3 ½ cups flou
½ teaspoon sal
1 cup unsalted butter, softene
1 cup suga
1 eg
1 tablespoon light corn syru
1 tablespoon vanilla


Cookie Frosting
2 cups powdered suga
¼ cup unsalted butter, softene
½ teaspoon vanill
Food coloring (as desired)

Directions
In a medium size bowl, mix the flour and salt. In a large bowl, cream the butter and sugar, stir in the egg, then
the corn syrup and vanilla. One third at a time, add the flour mixture until thoroughly mixed. Pat the dough into
two disks, wrap in plastic, and refrigerate for 1 to 2 hours, or until firm enough to roll
Preheat the oven to 375°F. Roll dough between two pieces of waxed paper or plastic wrap until ¼ inch thick.
Remove the top sheet of waxed paper and cut the cookies with cookie cutters. Leave about 1 inch between
cookies on the cookie sheet. Bake for 8 to 10 minute or just until the edges start to brown. Cool cookies
completely before frosting and sprinkles as desired.

Cookie Frosting
In a large bowl, beat sugar, butter and vanilla until it reaches spreading consistency. Add more sugar or
milk if necessary
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Chocolate Chip 
Scones

Chef

Kelsey Meidell
Head of Engineering, Student

Ingredients
2 cups all-purpose flour, sifted before measuring,  
plus flour for workin
1 tablespoon baking powde
½ teaspoop sal
¼ cup sugar, plus 2-3 tablespoon
¾ cup semisweet chocolate chips or about 4 ounces
semisweet chocolate, broken into piece
1 ¼ cups heavy crea
3 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted

Directions
Position a rack in the middle of an oven and preheat the oven to 425°F. Select a heavy-duty baking sheet but
do not grease it.
Sift together the sifted flour, baking powder, salt and the ¼ cup sugar into a bowl. Toss together with a fork to
mix thoroughly. Mix in the chocolate chips or pieces. Pour in the cream and mix with the fork until the mixture
holds together. The dough will be fairly sticky
Transfer the dough to a lightly floured work surface and sprinkle lightly with flour. Knead the dough 10 times,
pushing it away from you with the heel of your hand, folding it back over itself and giving it a quarter-turn each
time. Pat into a 9-inch disk. Brush with the melted butter and then sprinkle with the 2-3 tablespoons sugar
Cut the dough into 12 piece shaped wedges and transfer each to the baking sheet, leaving about a 1-inch
space between the wedges
Bake until the tops are gold brown, 15-17 minutes. Serve warm or at room temperature
Makes 12 scones.
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Jamaican Bread
Pudding with Rum

Chef

Tiffany Taylor

Manager, Education Success  
& Education

Ingredients
10 slices day old bread, any assortmen
2 tablespoons butter melte
⅓ cup raisins best pre-soaked in white overproof ru
4 eggs beate
1 ¼ cups whole mil
1 cup evaporated milk or crea
¼ cup + 2 tablespoons white suga
¼ cup brown suga
1 teaspoon ground cinnamo
1 teaspoon nutmeg grate
1 teaspoon all spic
1 teaspoon vanilla extrac
1 tablespoon + 1 teaspoon white rum or rum of choice


Optional Rum Sauce
¾ cup brown suga
⅓ cup wate
½ cup butter (1 stick
¼ cup dark rum

Directions
Soak the raisins in rum for about ½ hour or longer
Pre-heat oven to 350ºF. Lightly grease a 8 x 2-inch pan
Cut bread into small 1-inch cubes and place in the baking pan
Melt butter in the microwave and drizzle evenly over bread cubes. If using, sprinkle with raisins
In a medium mixing bowl, combine eggs, milk, cream or evaporated milk, sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg, all
spice, rum and vanilla. Beat until well mixed
Pour egg mixture evenly over bread and lightly push down with a fork around pan until bread is covered and
soaked up with the egg mixture
Cut up the cherries in quarters and place evenly around the pan on top of bread
Bake in the pre-heated oven for 1 hour or more if needed. When taken out of the oven, bread may be greatly
puffed over the pan, but should not be jiggly. This will flatten as it cools
Cool about 1 hour before serving. (continued on next page)
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Directions for Plum Sauce
In a small saucepan, combine the brown sugar, water, butter, and rum. Bring to a boil over medium-high heat and boil
gently until thickened, about 10 minutes. Pour a little over each portion when serving.


Recipe Notes
May be covered and stored in the fridge.  

May be served cold or warm.

About the recipe
Bread pudding in Jamaica is such a treat! I grew up not eating cakes, cookies and brownies for dessert. In fact,
for my mum it was often too hot to be in the kitchen and eating things that were overly sweet in the heat was not
a great combo. The addition of rum to this bread pudding strikes the right balance between savory and sweet,
especially if you are a bit heavy-handed with the all spice for that Taylor-house touch!


This bread pudding was THE ONLY way my mum was able to get me to eat raisins. To this day, I’m not a fan of it
in ice cream and other pastries, but double them up in this bread pudding and I am there! I wouldn’t be a good
patron if I didn’t say that the best rum to use is of course an Appleton Rum, but any Jamaican will know your
heart is in the right place if you grab whatever you have on hand. In our house, you never add ice cream to bread
pudding, it takes away from all the nuanced spices and flavors that you’ve put in—after all, you did soak those
raisins for hours (if you are me). Sneaking into the fridge late at night to grab a spoon and eat it directly from the
baking dish was the one time I knew my parents knew I was lying, but lovingly allowed me to “get away with it”.
To this day I ask my partner who ate the bread pudding—it clearly was not me! :)
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Lemon Olive Oil
Cookies

Chef

Katherine Kelly
VP, Marketing

Ingredients
2 cups unbleached flou
1 cup sugar + extra for rolling
¼ teaspoon sal
½ teaspoon baking sod
¾ cup olive oi
4 teaspoons lemon zes
Juice of 1 ½ lemon
1 teaspoon vanilla

Recipe Notes
OK, so I’ve never added an herb, but I bet you
could and it would be delicious (rosemary??????
thyme????????). The olive oil gives this cookie a
grassy taste, which I love and suspect would be
well-complemented by a chopped herb. Also,
better olive oil will make a better cookie.

Directions
Pre-heat the oven to 350°F.
Use your fingers to rub the zest into the sugar. Congrats, you just made lemon sugar
Mix the flour, salt, and baking soda together. Add the lemon sugar mixture.
Add vanilla and lemon juice to the olive oil
Combine wet into dry. Stir until just incorporated.
Roll a small ball of cookie dough (about 1-2 tablespoons) into a ball and dredge through the extra sugar
Bake for 15 minutes at 350°F
Let cool on wire rack. Enjoy heartily!
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About the recipe
This is a recipe I found on some corner of the internet over a decade ago while I was staying in a vacation spot
with friends and we wanted a treat with very few ingredients. I’ve never been able to find it since, though there
are other similar recipes out there—this is the best, imho! It’s since become my all time favorite cookie,
checking many important boxes (lemony, herbal-y, chewy/crispy). Plus, I have kosher and lactose intolerant
family members so this is a nice one to have in my pocket for get-togethers. I hope you like it! 
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Mango Pudding

Chef

Bikna Huang

Mid-Market Account Executive,  
Employer Sales

Ingredients
1 cup mango puree
1 cup of evaporated coconut milk (can also sub
for full-fat coconut milk
½ cup of wate
1 ⅛ teaspoons agar agar powder

Directions
In a blender, add mango (either fresh or frozen is fine) and coconut milk and blend until smooth
In a small pot, add water and agar agar powder and mix until the powder has dissolved in the water
Stir mango puree into the pot until it has combined together
Pour the mixture into a container and leave it in the refrigerator for at least 2 hours. (I usually pour them into
small 4 ounce mason jars).

Recipe Notes
Typically this recipe is created with unflavored gelatin, but I find that using agar agar powder provides for a
thicker consistency and it’s also vegan!
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About the recipe
A few times a year, my whole family (both immediate and extended family members) would come together
to enjoy a prix-fixe dinner at a Chinese restaurant. We usually got together to celebrate my grandmother’s
birthday or a relative visiting from out-of-town. These dinners would range from 8 to 15 courses with 25+
people, and last from 2.5 to 4 hours depending on how great the conversation goes. At the end of the meal,
the restaurant typically offers a free dessert of your choice between mango pudding or tong sui (traditional
sweet soup). The mango pudding was always my favorite!
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Pineapple Mandarin
Casserole

Chef

Giana Postiglione
Enterprise Account Executive

Ingredients
½ cup of butte
1 cup of suga
4 egg
6 slices of Pepperidge Farms white brea
1 can of crushed pineappl
1 can of mandarin oranges

Directions
Cut white bread slices into cubes and remove the crust
Beat in each ingredient one at a time (large bowl)
Drain cans on pineapple and mandarins before adding to the bowl
Bake for 50-60 minutes or until browned on 350°F

Recipe Notes
I usually double the recipe to make the casserole a bit thicker/more filling for my guests
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About the recipe
My mom has been making this dish for all major holidays my whole life. We could never decide if it was a
side dish or a dessert (with vanilla ice cream), but it has been served both ways because everyone in my
family just can’t get enough of it! My mom’s recipe was also award winning in the South Jersey magazine
back in the day ;) 
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CULINARY

HOT TAKES
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We asked a series of questions to our team
and Instagram followers to get their culinary
hot takes. This is what we found out:

Pie > cake?
HANDSHAKE

INSTAGRAM

Yes

46%

Yes

60%

No

40%

No

54%

Bread is overrated, it's just a
vessel for other things
HANDSHAKE

INSTAGRAM

Yes

24%

Yes

18%

No

76%

No

82%
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Real talk, is lobster 

worth the price?
HANDSHAKE

INSTAGRAM

Yup

36%

Yup

30%

Nah

64%

Nah

70%

Turkey?
HANDSHAKE

Yasss

54%

INSTAGRAM

Yuck

46%

Yuck

42%
Yasss

58%
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Noodles by themselves 

are ok...

HANDSHAKE

INSTAGRAM

Nope, no

No


sauce, no

33%

noodles

62%
Yes

Oh yes

38%

absolutely

67%

Hot Cheetos dipped in cream cheese
is an American culinary delicacy:
HANDSHAKE

31% I can see it...

69% Excuse me?

INSTAGRAM

24% I can see it...

76% Excuse me?
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Best milkshake flavor?
Chocolate

Cookies n
Cream

Choc

PB

Strawberry

Vanilla

Caramel

Banana

Best pizza topping?
Mush

room
s

e
sag

u

Sa

On

ion

s

i

ron

pe

p
Pe

Olives

Basil

Pin

ea
p

ple
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Fav pizza style?
Detroit Style

12%

Whatever Domino's default is

6%

New England style

5%

Chicago deep dish

14%

New York Style

64%

Pineapple
on pizza?

Deep dish pizza
is lasagna!

HANDSHAKE

HANDSHAKE

Yes

59%
No

41%

No

70%

INSTAGRAM

Yes

30%
INSTAGRAM

No

51%
Yes

49%

No

77%

Yes

23%
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Ketchup > mustard?
HANDSHAKE

INSTAGRAM

This is a lie and
I'm offended

23%
This is a lie and
I'm offended

43%
Ketchup is life

57%

Ketchup is life

77%

What’s a hot dog?
Long sandwich

14%

Its own thing

77%

Bread taco

9%
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Picture your favorite food, now
squint, what color is it mostly?
White

9%
Red

20%

Brown

26%

Yellow-ish

39%
Green

11%

Is salad just nachos with lettuce
instead of chips?
HANDSHAKE
Nope 

67%
Yep

33%

INSTAGRAM
Nope 

74%
Yep

26%
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Are jalapeños even spicy?
HANDSHAKE

INSTAGRAM

Oh yea

47%

Oh yeah

54%

Not really

46%

Not really

53%

Ice cream

vs. soft serve
vs. gelato
Soft serve

16%

Sweet breakfast
or savory
breakfast?
Equal parts
both is a must

46%

Savory

46%

Gelato

33%

Ice cream

51%

Sweet

8%
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Boba tea?

Never tried it

9%

Don't care for it

25%

I dig it

67%

Cereal goes in before milk?
HANDSHAKE

Yes

97%

INSTAGRAM

No way

3%

No way

12%

Yes

88%
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Mayonnaise, thoughts?
HANDSHAKE

Ew

23%

INSTAGRAM

Depends

16%

Yes please

37%

Yes please

63%

Ew

63%

Ranch or blue cheese?

30% Blue Cheese, Please

70% Team Ranch
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Most popular Chipotle ingredients:

Most popular ingredient:

White or brown rice?

81%
Guacamole

49% white

41% brown
Very close!

The king of condiments!

Battle of the proteins:
35% Chicken
Winner, winner, you know
what’s for dinner!
29% Steak

24% Barbacoa

11% Sofritas

8% Carnitas

Beans showdown!
Pinto beans

35%

Black beans

65%

65% Black beans
Not even close!
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Even more culinary hot takes...
Ketchup on
Spaghetti/Rice/
Bread It's a lifestyle.

Peanut butter is
only okay

Mushrooms are
just spongy dirt
Popcorn is just burnt
corn and frankly, it's
disgusting.

Tofu: not slimy or gross,
just actually a very
delicious food on its own!

Pre-heating the
oven is a waste
of time

Durian is dope
60

